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2019-07-07 0600 Animation Ponyo
Studio 
Ghibli

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki, 

centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish 

princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to 
destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to 

save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film 
Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.

JAPAN English-100 2008 RPT G Y Y

2019-07-07 0800 Animation The Secret World of Arrietty
Studio 

Ghibli

The Clock family are four-inch-tall people who live anonymously in another 

family's residence, borrowing simple items to make their home. But life is about 

to change for the Clock's when their daughter, Arrietty, is discovered.

JAPAN English-100 2010 RPT G

2019-07-07 0945 Animation Laputa: Castle In The Sky
Studio 
Ghibli

Sheeta, an orphan and a descendant of the people who once lived in Laputa, is 

taken by the secret service, led by agent Muska, who wants to find the 
legendary floating city of Laputa. Her only connection with the past is a stone, 

inscribed with a strange emblem. Pirates attack the secret service's airship, and 

in the commotion, Sheeta falls. As she does, the stone lights up and slows her 
descent. She floats down into the arms of Pazu, an orphan boy who works in the 

mines below. The two together must face Muska, and Sheeta must look into her 
past to protect her family’s legacy. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki and stars the 

voices of Anna Paquin and James Van Der Beek.

JAPAN English-100 1986 RPT G Y

2019-07-07 1205 Animation Kiki's Delivery Service
Studio 
Ghibli

A young witch, on her mandatory year of independent life, finds fitting into a 

new community difficult while she supports herself by running an air courier 
service. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki, and stars the voices of Kirsten Dunst and 
Debbie Reynolds.

JAPAN English-100 1989 RPT G Y

2019-07-07 1405 Family My Neighbour Totoro
Studio 

Ghibli

The story follows Satsuke and Mai, two young girls who find their new country 
home is in a mystical forest inhabited by a menagerie of mystical creatures 

called Totoros. They befriend O Totoro, the biggest and eldest Totoro, who is 

also the king of the forest. As their girls' mother lies sick in the hospital, O 

Totoro brings the sisters on a magical adventure but also helps them to 
understand the realities of life. 

JAPAN English-100 1988 RPT PG

2019-07-07 1545 Animation The Secret World of Arrietty
Studio 

Ghibli

The Clock family are four-inch-tall people who live anonymously in another 
family's residence, borrowing simple items to make their home. But life is about 

to change for the Clock's when their daughter, Arrietty, is discovered.

JAPAN English-100 2010 RPT G



2019-07-07 1730 Animation Ponyo
Studio 

Ghibli

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki, 

centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish 
princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to 

destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to 

save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film 
Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.

JAPAN English-100 2008 RPT G Y Y

2019-07-07 1930 Animation Spirited Away
Studio 

Ghibli

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 
on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-07-07 2200 Mystery / Crime Loving Pablo Premiere

Academy Award® Winners Javier Bardem and Penélope Cruz unite in the 
extraordinary story of the volatile love affair between Colombia’s most famous 

journalist, Virginia Vallejo (Penélope Cruz) and the world’s most feared drug 
lord, Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem). When Virginia first met Pablo, she was 

drawn to him by his charisma and contagious passion for his country and the 

people he loves. As their passionate affair intensified, so did the brutal violence 
and tyranny that surrounded Escobar’s empire. As her world comes crashing 

down around her, Virginia must decide if she will support the man she loves or 

help bring down one of the most vicious criminals the world has ever known in 
this amazing story inspired by true events from Virginia’s best-selling memoir.

BULGARIA English-100 2017 Y

2019-07-07 2415 Thriller The 12th Man

Above the Arctic Circle in Northern Norway, the dramatic story of the young 

resistance fighter, Jan Baalsrud, unfolds. Jan is the only one out of twelve 

resistance fighters to escape the Germans, but the Gestapo is on his heels. Jan’s 
moral fibre, incredible strength, and his courageous countrymen keeps him 

alive. But when he seeks refuge in a mountain cave and ends up being trapped 
by a blizzard for two weeks, all hope seems lost. Nevertheless, Jan is recovered, 

weak, frostbitten and barely alive, but one question remains - will he make it to 

neutral Sweden before the Germans find him?

NORWAY

Norwegian-75; 

German-20; 

English-5

2017 RPT MA a v Y

2019-07-07 2650 Action Adventure Sky Hunter

The story of the Wu Di (Chen Li), Zhao Yali (Bingbing Fan), Batu, and Gao Yuan, 

who are the well-trained air force elite of the Chinese military. During one 

overseas operation, a terrorist conspiracy is revealed, which threatens 

hundreds of lives in the area. In order to resolve the hostage crisis and foil the 
terrorist plot, they are called into action to devote themselves to this 
unprecedented sky battlefield.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT

2019-07-08 0500 Animation Laputa: Castle In The Sky
Studio 

Ghibli

Sheeta, an orphan and a descendant of the people who once lived in Laputa, is 

taken by the secret service, led by agent Muska, who wants to find the 

legendary floating city of Laputa. Her only connection with the past is a stone, 
inscribed with a strange emblem. Pirates attack the secret service's airship, and 

in the commotion, Sheeta falls. As she does, the stone lights up and slows her 
descent. She floats down into the arms of Pazu, an orphan boy who works in the 

mines below. The two together must face Muska, and Sheeta must look into her 
past to protect her family’s legacy. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki and stars the 

voices of Anna Paquin and James Van Der Beek.

JAPAN English-100 1986 RPT G Y



2019-07-08 0720 Animation Spirited Away
Studio 
Ghibli

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 
full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 
legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-07-08 0940 Family The Cat Returns
Studio 

Ghibli

After rescuing a mysterious cat from traffic, a young girl finds herself 

involuntarily engaged to a cat prince in a magical world where her only hope of 
freedom lies with a dapper cat statuette that has come to life. 

JAPAN English-100 2002 RPT G Y

2019-07-08 1105 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, 
but after angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the 

mountains. 500 years later, monsters attack a small village and a child flees to 
the mountain to escape. Unknowingly, the child releases the Monkey King from 

his curse, freeing him from his mountainous prison. With the help and 

encouragement from this special child, Monkey King must save the village from 
a band of evil monsters intent on creating chaos.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2019-07-08 1240 Action Adventure Sky Hunter

The story of the Wu Di (Chen Li), Zhao Yali (Bingbing Fan), Batu, and Gao Yuan, 

who are the well-trained air force elite of the Chinese military. During one 
overseas operation, a terrorist conspiracy is revealed, which threatens 

hundreds of lives in the area. In order to resolve the hostage crisis and foil the 
terrorist plot, they are called into action to devote themselves to this 

unprecedented sky battlefield.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT

2019-07-08 1450 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday
Studio 
Ghibli

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the 
kids innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate 

details about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big 
secret under wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest 

liability. Find out how the rest of the family cope and see if the holiday will ever 
end.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2019-07-08 1630 Family The Cat Returns
Studio 
Ghibli

After rescuing a mysterious cat from traffic, a young girl finds herself 

involuntarily engaged to a cat prince in a magical world where her only hope of 
freedom lies with a dapper cat statuette that has come to life. 

JAPAN English-100 2002 RPT G Y

2019-07-08 1755 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, 

but after angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the 
mountains. 500 years later, monsters attack a small village and a child flees to 
the mountain to escape. Unknowingly, the child releases the Monkey King from 

his curse, freeing him from his mountainous prison. With the help and 

encouragement from this special child, Monkey King must save the village from 
a band of evil monsters intent on creating chaos.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 



2019-07-08 1930 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the 

kids innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate 

details about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big 
secret under wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest 

liability. Find out how the rest of the family cope and see if the holiday will ever 

end.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT M a s Y

2019-07-08 2115 Romantic Comedy Cashback

After a painful breakup, Ben develops insomnia. To kill time, he starts working 

the late night shift at the local supermarket, where his artistic imagination runs 

wild. Winner of the C.I.C.A.E. Award at the 2006 San Sebastián International 
Film Festival. Directed by Sean Ellis and stars Sean Biggerstaff, Emilia Fox and 

Shaun Evans.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2006 RPT MA n Y

2019-07-08 2320 Mystery / Crime Loving Pablo

Academy Award® Winners Javier Bardem and Penélope Cruz unite in the 
extraordinary story of the volatile love affair between Colombia’s most famous 

journalist, Virginia Vallejo (Penélope Cruz) and the world’s most feared drug 
lord, Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem). When Virginia first met Pablo, she was 

drawn to him by his charisma and contagious passion for his country and the 

people he loves. As their passionate affair intensified, so did the brutal violence 

and tyranny that surrounded Escobar’s empire. As her world comes crashing 
down around her, Virginia must decide if she will support the man she loves or 

help bring down one of the most vicious criminals the world has ever known in 
this amazing story inspired by true events from Virginia’s best-selling memoir.

BULGARIA English-100 2017 RPT Y

2019-07-08 2535 Comedy Mon Oncle
Jacques Tati is truly memorable as the accident-prone Monsieur Hulot, creating 
havoc in his sister's home. Tati's first colour film won an Academy Award and 

the Special Jury Prize at Cannes.

FRANCE French-100 1958 RPT Y

2019-07-08 2745 Drama Yolngu Boy

About the coming-of-age of three Aboriginal boys in Arnhem Land who inhabit 
two cultures at once - that of North-East Arnhem Land and also western culture. 

Botj, Lorrpu and Milika are three Yolngu teenagers who once shared a dream of 

becoming great hunters. Now aged 14, only Lorrpu hasn't diverged. Botj is a lost 

soul in trouble with the law, and Milika is more interested in football and girls. 

One of the central themes of the film is the divide between the prosperity-

driven, materialistic western ideal of life and the everyday reality faced by 
young Aborigines. Directed by Stephen Johnson, and stars Sean Mununggurr 
and John Sebastian Pilakui.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a l q Y Y

2019-07-09 0530 Drama Broken Hill Premiere

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 
Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 

choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 PG l 

2019-07-09 0730 Comedy Jour De Fete Premiere
A French mailman sees a film on U.S. postal efficiency and decides to apply it to 
his route on Bastille Day.

FRANCE French-100 1943 RPT Y

2019-07-09 0905 Drama Fame Premiere
A group of teenagers attend the New York Academy of Performing Arts, and 

struggle to make it to the top of the class.
USA English-100 2009



2019-07-09 1105 Comedy Mon Oncle

Jacques Tati is truly memorable as the accident-prone Monsieur Hulot, creating 

havoc in his sister's home. Tati's first colour film won an Academy Award and 
the Special Jury Prize at Cannes.

FRANCE French-100 1958 RPT Y

2019-07-09 1315 Drama Yolngu Boy

About the coming-of-age of three Aboriginal boys in Arnhem Land who inhabit 
two cultures at once - that of North-East Arnhem Land and also western culture. 

Botj, Lorrpu and Milika are three Yolngu teenagers who once shared a dream of 

becoming great hunters. Now aged 14, only Lorrpu hasn't diverged. Botj is a lost 
soul in trouble with the law, and Milika is more interested in football and girls. 

One of the central themes of the film is the divide between the prosperity-
driven, materialistic western ideal of life and the everyday reality faced by 

young Aborigines. Directed by Stephen Johnson, and stars Sean Mununggurr 

and John Sebastian Pilakui.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a l q Y Y

2019-07-09 1500 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain

Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 

in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-07-09 1705 Animation Spirited Away

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 
full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-07-09 1930 Dance Born To Dance
Coming of age tale told through the eyes of 'Tu', an ambitious young man from 

Auckland who dreams of being a professional hip-hop dancer.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2015 RPT PG a 

2019-07-09 2120 Drama The Beat My Heart Skipped

Focus

On

Romain 

Duris

28-year-old Tom is following in the footsteps of his thuggish father, who made 
his money from dirty, and sometimes brutal, real estate deals. Tom has innate 

musical talent and is torn between dreams of being a concert pianist and the 

reality of life as a ruthless debt collector. Winner of the 2006 BAFTA for Best 

Film not in the English Language. Directed by Jacques Audiard and stars Romain 
Duris, Niels Arestrup and Emmanuelle Devos.

FRANCE
English-50; 

French-50
2005 RPT M l s v Y

2019-07-09 2325 Drama Charlie's Country
Displeased with the intervention of whitefella laws, Charlie takes off to live the 

old way and sets off a chain reaction of enlightening difficulties.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2013 RPT Y



2019-07-09 2530 Drama Yolngu Boy

About the coming-of-age of three Aboriginal boys in Arnhem Land who inhabit 

two cultures at once - that of North-East Arnhem Land and also western culture. 
Botj, Lorrpu and Milika are three Yolngu teenagers who once shared a dream of 

becoming great hunters. Now aged 14, only Lorrpu hasn't diverged. Botj is a lost 
soul in trouble with the law, and Milika is more interested in football and girls. 

One of the central themes of the film is the divide between the prosperity-

driven, materialistic western ideal of life and the everyday reality faced by 

young Aborigines. Directed by Stephen Johnson, and stars Sean Mununggurr 

and John Sebastian Pilakui.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a l q Y Y

2019-07-09 2710 Drama The Beat My Heart Skipped

28-year-old Tom is following in the footsteps of his thuggish father, who made 
his money from dirty, and sometimes brutal, real estate deals. Tom has innate 

musical talent and is torn between dreams of being a concert pianist and the 

reality of life as a ruthless debt collector. Winner of the 2006 BAFTA for Best 
Film not in the English Language. Directed by Jacques Audiard and stars Romain 

Duris, Niels Arestrup and Emmanuelle Devos.

FRANCE
English-50; 

French-50
2005 RPT M l s v Y

2019-07-10 0515 Family The Cat Returns
Studio 

Ghibli

After rescuing a mysterious cat from traffic, a young girl finds herself 

involuntarily engaged to a cat prince in a magical world where her only hope of 

freedom lies with a dapper cat statuette that has come to life. 

JAPAN English-100 2002 RPT G Y

2019-07-10 0640 Comedy Mon Oncle
Jacques Tati is truly memorable as the accident-prone Monsieur Hulot, creating 
havoc in his sister's home. Tati's first colour film won an Academy Award and 

the Special Jury Prize at Cannes.

FRANCE French-100 1958 RPT Y

2019-07-10 0850 Dance Born To Dance
Coming of age tale told through the eyes of 'Tu', an ambitious young man from 
Auckland who dreams of being a professional hip-hop dancer.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2015 RPT PG a 

2019-07-10 1040 Drama Fame
A group of teenagers attend the New York Academy of Performing Arts, and 

struggle to make it to the top of the class.
USA English-100 2009 RPT

2019-07-10 1245 Drama Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the 

Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison 
choir.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT PG l 

2019-07-10 1445 Drama Vanity Fair Premiere
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004

2019-07-10 1725 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain
Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 
in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y



2019-07-10 1930 Drama A Ghost Story Premiere

Acclaimed director David Lowery (Ain't Them Bodies Saints, Pete's Dragon) 

returns with a singular exploration of legacy, loss, and the essential human 

longing for meaning and connection. Recently deceased, a white-sheeted ghost 

(Academy Award-winner Casey Affleck) returns to his suburban home to 
console his bereft wife (Academy Award-nominee Rooney Mara), only to find 

that in his spectral state he has become unstuck in time, forced to watch 
passively as the life he knew and the woman he loves slowly slip away. 

Increasingly unmoored, the ghost embarks on a cosmic journey through 

memory and history, confronting life’s ineffable questions and the enormity of 
existence.

USA English-100 2017 Y

2019-07-10 2115 Drama Waru Premiere

From eight female Maori directors come eight connected stories, each taking 

place at the same moment in time during the tangi (funeral) of a small boy, 

Waru, who has died at the hands of a caregiver. The eight stories are all subtly 
linked and follow different female characters as they come to terms with 

Waru’s death and try to find a way forward in their community. In Maori, waru 
means 8.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2017 Y

2019-07-10 2255 Drama The Beat My Heart Skipped

28-year-old Tom is following in the footsteps of his thuggish father, who made 
his money from dirty, and sometimes brutal, real estate deals. Tom has innate 

musical talent and is torn between dreams of being a concert pianist and the 
reality of life as a ruthless debt collector. Winner of the 2006 BAFTA for Best 

Film not in the English Language. Directed by Jacques Audiard and stars Romain 

Duris, Niels Arestrup and Emmanuelle Devos.

FRANCE
English-50; 
French-50

2005 RPT M l s v Y

2019-07-10 2455 Drama Vanity Fair
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT

2019-07-10 2740 Drama And God Created Woman
Brigitte Bardot finds herself in the middle of a steamy love triangle in the 

feature that made her a world sensation.
FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT

2019-07-11 0520 Drama Fame
A group of teenagers attend the New York Academy of Performing Arts, and 

struggle to make it to the top of the class.
USA English-100 2009 RPT

2019-07-11 0720 Action Adventure Lassie Premiere

When a financial crisis hits the Carraclough family, they are forced to sell their 

beloved dog to a local duke, but Lassie isn't happy with her new living 
arrangements and soon sets out on an 800km journey back to the home she 
loves.

FRANCE English-100 2005



2019-07-11 0920 Family Belle & Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 

caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices and 

is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who has 
escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 'beast' that 

has been killing their sheep. When Sebastian first crosses paths with Belle, he 

must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an unshakeable 

bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and ultimately they 

become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing Nazi Germany for 
the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-07-11 1115 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain
Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 
in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-07-11 1315 Drama A Ghost Story

Acclaimed director David Lowery (Ain't Them Bodies Saints, Pete's Dragon) 

returns with a singular exploration of legacy, loss, and the essential human 
longing for meaning and connection. Recently deceased, a white-sheeted ghost 

(Academy Award-winner Casey Affleck) returns to his suburban home to 
console his bereft wife (Academy Award-nominee Rooney Mara), only to find 

that in his spectral state he has become unstuck in time, forced to watch 

passively as the life he knew and the woman he loves slowly slip away. 
Increasingly unmoored, the ghost embarks on a cosmic journey through 

memory and history, confronting life’s ineffable questions and the enormity of 

existence.

USA English-100 2017 RPT Y

2019-07-11 1500 Dance Born To Dance
Coming of age tale told through the eyes of 'Tu', an ambitious young man from 

Auckland who dreams of being a professional hip-hop dancer.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2015 RPT PG a 

2019-07-11 1650 Drama Vanity Fair
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT

2019-07-11 1930 Martial Arts The Assassin

Women

In

Film

An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 

century China.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2019-07-11 2130 Thriller Into The Forest
Women

In

Film

In the wilds of the Pacific Northwest, two sisters (Ellen Page, Evan Rachel 
Wood) must fight for survival after an apocalyptic blackout leaves them without 

gas, water, electricity or cellphones.

CANADA English-100 2015 RPT MA a v 

2019-07-11 2330 Drama A Ghost Story

Acclaimed director David Lowery (Ain't Them Bodies Saints, Pete's Dragon) 

returns with a singular exploration of legacy, loss, and the essential human 

longing for meaning and connection. Recently deceased, a white-sheeted ghost 
(Academy Award-winner Casey Affleck) returns to his suburban home to 
console his bereft wife (Academy Award-nominee Rooney Mara), only to find 

that in his spectral state he has become unstuck in time, forced to watch 

passively as the life he knew and the woman he loves slowly slip away. 
Increasingly unmoored, the ghost embarks on a cosmic journey through 

memory and history, confronting life’s ineffable questions and the enormity of 

existence.

USA English-100 2017 RPT Y



2019-07-11 2520 Drama Waru

From eight female Maori directors come eight connected stories, each taking 

place at the same moment in time during the tangi (funeral) of a small boy, 
Waru, who has died at the hands of a caregiver. The eight stories are all subtly 
linked and follow different female characters as they come to terms with 

Waru’s death and try to find a way forward in their community. In Maori, waru 

means 8.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2017 RPT Y

2019-07-11 2700 Thriller Into The Forest
In the wilds of the Pacific Northwest, two sisters (Ellen Page, Evan Rachel 
Wood) must fight for survival after an apocalyptic blackout leaves them without 

gas, water, electricity or cellphones.

CANADA English-100 2015 RPT MA a v 

2019-07-12 0500 Family Little Nicolas

Nicolas has a happy existence, parents who love him, a great group of friends 
with whom he has great fun, and all he wants is that nothing changes. However, 

one day, he overhears a conversation that leads him to believe that his life 
might change forever, his mother is pregnant. He panics and envisions the 

worst.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2019-07-12 0640 Family Belle & Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 
caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices and 

is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who has 

escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 'beast' that 

has been killing their sheep. When Sebastian first crosses paths with Belle, he 
must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an unshakeable 

bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and ultimately they 
become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing Nazi Germany for 

the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-07-12 0835 Drama And God Created Woman
Brigitte Bardot finds herself in the middle of a steamy love triangle in the 

feature that made her a world sensation.
FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT

2019-07-12 1015 Martial Arts The Assassin
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 
century China.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2019-07-12 1220 Drama Waru

From eight female Maori directors come eight connected stories, each taking 

place at the same moment in time during the tangi (funeral) of a small boy, 
Waru, who has died at the hands of a caregiver. The eight stories are all subtly 
linked and follow different female characters as they come to terms with 

Waru’s death and try to find a way forward in their community. In Maori, waru 

means 8.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2017 RPT Y



2019-07-12 1355 Family Belle & Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 

caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices and 
is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who has 

escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 'beast' that 
has been killing their sheep. When Sebastian first crosses paths with Belle, he 

must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an unshakeable 
bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and ultimately they 

become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing Nazi Germany for 

the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-07-12 1555 Family Little Nicolas

Nicolas has a happy existence, parents who love him, a great group of friends 

with whom he has great fun, and all he wants is that nothing changes. However, 
one day, he overhears a conversation that leads him to believe that his life 

might change forever, his mother is pregnant. He panics and envisions the 
worst.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2019-07-12 1735 Action Adventure Lassie

When a financial crisis hits the Carraclough family, they are forced to sell their 
beloved dog to a local duke, but Lassie isn't happy with her new living 

arrangements and soon sets out on an 800km journey back to the home she 

loves.

FRANCE English-100 2005 RPT

2019-07-12 1930 Drama The Journey Premiere

A fictional account of the extraordinary story of two implacable enemies in 

Northern Ireland - firebrand Democratic Unionist Party leader Paisley, and Sinn 

Fein politician Martin McGuinness - who are forced to take a short journey 
together in which they will take the biggest leap of faith and change the course 

of history.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 M a l 

2019-07-12 2120 Drama Swing Kids Premiere

Set during the Korean War, soldiers at a POW camp plan a tap show to distract 

both themselves and the prisoners from the hardships of war. Led by a former 
Broadway dancer (Jared Grimes) and a rebellious North Korean soldier (EXO’s 
D.O.), the band of prisoners find a new sense of freedom in dancing. Suddenly, 

their dreams are put in danger.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2017 Y

2019-07-12 2355 Thriller Into The Forest
In the wilds of the Pacific Northwest, two sisters (Ellen Page, Evan Rachel 
Wood) must fight for survival after an apocalyptic blackout leaves them without 

gas, water, electricity or cellphones.

CANADA English-100 2015 RPT MA a v 

2019-07-12 2545 Drama The Journey

A fictional account of the extraordinary story of two implacable enemies in 

Northern Ireland - firebrand Democratic Unionist Party leader Paisley, and Sinn 

Fein politician Martin McGuinness - who are forced to take a short journey 

together in which they will take the biggest leap of faith and change the course 
of history.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT M a l 

2019-07-12 2730 Thriller See The Sea
A young British mother who lives in a small seaside village in France, takes in a 

malevolent homeless young woman while her husband is away on business.
FRANCE

French-95; 

English-5
1997 RPT MA a n s Y Y



2019-07-12 2830 Action Adventure Lassie

When a financial crisis hits the Carraclough family, they are forced to sell their 

beloved dog to a local duke, but Lassie isn't happy with her new living 

arrangements and soon sets out on an 800km journey back to the home she 

loves.

FRANCE English-100 2005 RPT

2019-07-13 0630 Family Howl's Moving Castle
Studio 

Ghibli

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown into 

turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps her off 

her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch of the 
Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's efforts to 

break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where she befriends 
Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon Calcifer. Directed by 

Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN English-100 2004 RPT PG Y

2019-07-13 0845 Family The Boy And The Beast
Studio 
Ghibli

When young orphan Kyuta, living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles into a 
fantastic world of beasts, he's taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff warrior beast 

who's been searching for the perfect apprentice.

JAPAN English-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2019-07-13 1100 Animation Tales From Earthsea
Studio 

Ghibli

While seeking the source of their world's imbalance, a teenage prince and a 

wizard encounter a foe who seeks eternal youth.
JAPAN

English-98; 

Japanese-2
2006 RPT PG v Y

2019-07-13 1310 Family Howl's Moving Castle
Studio 
Ghibli

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown into 
turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps her off 

her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch of the 
Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's efforts to 

break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where she befriends 

Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon Calcifer. Directed by 
Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN English-100 2004 RPT PG Y

2019-07-13 1520 Fantasy When Marnie Was There Premiere

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 

which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 
Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 
Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 

amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 
house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 

energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 

become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014

2019-07-13 1720 Animation Tales From Earthsea Premiere
While seeking the source of their world's imbalance, a teenage prince and a 

wizard encounter a foe who seeks eternal youth.
JAPAN

English-98; 

Japanese-2
2006 RPT PG v Y

2019-07-13 1930 Drama Norman
Norman Oppenheimer, a financial schemer living in New York City, tries to be 
everyone's friend. He is welcomed into the inner circle of old pal and Israel's 

new prime minister Micha Eshel.

ISRAEL English-100 2016 RPT M l Y



2019-07-13 2145 Action Adventure The Emperor Of Paris Premiere

Under the reign of Napoleon, François Vidocq cuts a notorious figure in the 

Parisian underworld - he is the only man to have escaped the country's most 

terrifying penal colonies. Left for dead after his last, spectacular escape, the 
former prisoner tries to pass himself off as a simple merchant. But his past 

catches up with him. After being falsely accused of murder, Vidocq makes a deal 

with the head of the Police, in exchange for his freedom, Vidocq will help the 
police fight the criminal classes. Despite obtaining exceptional results, he 

provokes the hostility of fellow police agents and the fury of criminals, who put 
a price on his head.

FRANCE French-100 2017 Y

2019-07-13 2350 Drama Swing Kids

Set during the Korean War, soldiers at a POW camp plan a tap show to distract 

both themselves and the prisoners from the hardships of war. Led by a former 
Broadway dancer (Jared Grimes) and a rebellious North Korean soldier (EXO’s 

D.O.), the band of prisoners find a new sense of freedom in dancing. Suddenly, 
their dreams are put in danger.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2017 RPT Y

2019-07-13 2615 Drama Norman

Norman Oppenheimer, a financial schemer living in New York City, tries to be 

everyone's friend. He is welcomed into the inner circle of old pal and Israel's 
new prime minister Micha Eshel.

ISRAEL English-100 2016 RPT M l Y

2019-07-13 2825 Romantic Comedy The Beauty Inside Premiere

Woo-jin wakes up in a different body every day, regardless of age, gender and 

nationality. Sometimes he's a man, a woman, old, young, or even a foreigner. 

He's the same person on the inside, but on the outside he's always someone 
new. Looking at a different face in the mirror every morning is hard for him to 

get used to.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2015


